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ABSTRACT
The objective was to determine whether
any quantity or quality of underwater sound
would attract or repel young salmon. Frequencies from 5 to 20, 000 cycles per second
were tested in an experimental tank and in
open water. Two types of transducers were

Other than an initial "start" by
the fish, no reaction was demonstrated,
Apparently, fish are conditioned almost
instantaneously to sounds. It was coneluded that sound waves were ineffective
as an attracting or repelling force.

used.
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EFFECTS OF SOUND WAVES
ON YOUNG SALMON

INTRODUCTION
The valuable salmon runs

In the

Collins (1954) has reviewed this
problem and has outlined the coordinated
program of the several fisheries agencies
directed toward developing a means of
safely passing fish around the dangerous
areas. One approach to this problem
is the use of physical stimuli to lead,

Columbia

River system face a serious reduction in size
due to the construction of dams. While the
effects of a series of dams are not yet known,
Schoeneman and Junge (1954) determined that
survival rates of two Elwha River dams
varied between 63 and 100 percent. Hamilton

or force the fish into safe pasThe use of sound waves as a
sages
possible stimulus held promise and redirect,
.

and Andrew (1954) estimated survival rates
at Baker Dam at between 36.5 and 71.7 percent. A single dam may not cause a critical

sulted in this investigation.

LITERATURE SURVEY

reduction in numbers of fish, but a series of
dams, each taking its toll, most certainly

A

would have catastrophic effects on salmon

bibliography, revealed that little work has
been done with the use of sound as a lead-

The serious problem brought about by the
construction of dams is twofold: (1) It requires

ing or guiding force, but that there has
been a considerable amount of investigation on the conditioning of fishes to respond
to various sound stimuli. It has been determined that some fish are capable of
perceiving sound and that some species
It is
produce sound in their normal life
therefore reasonable to assume that fish
might show a positive or negative audiotropism.

planning for the safe passage of adult fish
moving upstream to the spawning grounds,

and

(2) it

makes

search of the literature, which

will be published separately as an annotated

populations.

necessary

it

to guide

or

force the young fish which are making their

way downstream,

into safe passages around
dams. If fish ladders prove unsatisfactory
for the very high dams, it may be economically feasible (considering the value of the salmon
runs) to collect and transport the adults around
the dams by mechanical means. The downstream movement of the young fish presents an
entirely different problem

the

.

Before this investigation, no conclusive research had been undertaken to
determine whether fish could be attracted

waters above Bonneville Dam on the
lower Columbia River, Burner (1949)
found

random distribution, only a limited
number of young fish enter the bypass channels
provided for them
Large numbers are caught

or repelled by sound waves. In fact, no
research, except that of Burner and Moore
(1953) and Brett and others (1954), had
been directed toward this end. The most
promising field appeared to be in the lowfrequency range of audible sound, and
possibly in the subaudible sound range,

powerful currents of water passing
through the hydroelectric plant and over the
spillway during periods of high water

because other investigators were able to
condition fish to react to sounds in these
frequency ranges. Supersonic andultra-

In the

V

that

young salmon moving downstream are
mass. Because

distributed throughout the water
of this

.

in the

J^/Burner, C. J., (1949). Vertical distribution of downstream migrating Chinook salmon
fingerlings in the Bonneville Forebay, with a note upon the rate of migration. Mimeo. Rapt.

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Seattle, Wash.,
1

11pp.

.

.

sonic sounds
istics of the

were limited by the characterwaves and by their lethal effects

under certain conditions.

with its five separate compartments,

was

built to

measure

the distribution

and after
them
to
various
subjecting
sound situations
This method of measuring the
effects of sound on fish required compartment separators that could be raised
and lowered quickly and simultaneously.
The problem was solved with separators
of weighted sheet aluminum
of fish within the tank before

The primary objective

was

of this study

determine whether any quantity or quality
of underwater sound would attract or repel
young salmon.

to

LABORATORY METHODS
AND EQUIPMENT

.

The tank was designed with
The literature survey suggested that the
most promising field of study was in the lowfrequency range; therefore, frequencies from
5 to 20, 000 cycles per second (c .p. s .) were
chosen for use in the systematic testing program The United Control Corporation of
Seattle, Seattle, Washington, was awarded a
contract for the development and fabrication
of a transducer keyer and the necessary transducers to cover this range of sound. An
electromagnetic transducer was designed for
covering the range from 5 to 5, 000 c .p s
For frequencies from 5, 000 to
(fig. 1).
20,000 c.p.s., a piezoelectric transducer,
.

.

using barium titanate crystals, was applied
(fig.

2).

aid of underwater -sound engineers,

difficult problem encountered in underwater sound research within a confined
area is that of reverberation and standing
waves. Following the advice of the sound

engineers, the entire inner surface of the
tank

was

and

lined with 3 inches of rubberized

This material, commonly
used
manufacture of furniture,
proved satisfactory as soundproofing
down to a frequency level of about 50 c.p.s.
horsehair.

in the

The

later addition of a 1-inch layer of

waterproofed foam rubber under the horsehair added to the efficiency of sound ab.

of the

from the oscillator

to the amplifier
allow for the variation of both the
repetition rate and width of the pulse of any
frequency being tested. The transducers

the signal

who

were familiar with problems experienced
in underwater sound research. The most

sorption

sound-producing units was
driven by an amplifier-oscillator -keyer unit
consisting of a 50 -watt amplifier, into which
an audio oscillator was fed. The transducer
keyer was included in the circuit to control

Each

the

to

and the keyer proved highly satisfactory in
the test.

The research project was divided

into a

laboratory phase and an open-water phase.
The laboratory work consisted of testing
fish in an experimental tank designed especially for this study.

of 2 -inch cedar,

was

The

During the
in the laboratory,

first exploratory testing

the low -frequency

electromagnetic transducer was mounted
directly on the end of the experimental
tank. This arrangement proved satisfactory for frequencies above 500 c.p.s.
However, below this level vibrations were
In
carried through the walls of the tank
effect, the entire tank served as a transducer, and sound was introduced into the
water from all solid surfaces. It was
obvious from the pattern of surface wave
action that the sound within the tank was
.

nondirectional and that standing waves
were being created.

tank, constructed

11 feet long,

wide, and 14 inches deep (fig. 3).

2 feet

The problem

The

was eliminated by mounting

tank.

of standing

waves

the transducer

Figure 1 --Electricmagnetic transducer and the
end plate from the exjjerimental tank Note the piston
face and the surrounding rubber diaphragm. The piston,
when driven by the transducer, created the sound or
pressure waves and transferred them into the water.
.

.

This unit is rated at 100 watts.

.

Figure 2. --Piezoelectric transducer mounted in the end plate
The expansion and contraction of
of the experimental tank
the crystal elements, when energized, creates the sound or
pressure waves. These waves are transferred into the water
through the front of the "can" which is of thin flexible metal.
The "can" is filled with castor oil for more efficient expansion
and contraction
.

.

Figure 3 --Experimental tank showing the compartment
separators in the "down" position. Note the covers on the
This
tank and the transducer mounted on the end plate
mounting proved unsatisfactory, and the transducer was
.

.

later

mounted on a separate

table

.

on a table bolted solidly to the concrete floor.
Although this method of mounting proved satisfactory, and in spite of the special lining, below

In addition to

these findings,

Fields and Finger (1954)^/ demonstrated
that

young salmon respond without train-

50 c .p. s there were limitations because of
standing waves
This situation limited the
usefulness of the tank in testing fish in the lower

ing by actively seeking darker areas to
avoid light. It appeared that such a phen-

frequency range

Bright spots of lig^t from windows in the

.

.

omenon might also be influencing our

tests.

laboratory were often concentrated in the
In addition to the

problem

of standing

tank.

waves, early in the exploratory testing we discovered that light was a very effective stimulus.
Original plans called for testing fish in the
experimental tank with soundproof covers on
all

compartments.

The covers were sound-

proofed with rubberized horsehair (fig. 4) in
the same manner as the tank. It was believed
that in this way, the surface of the water could
be eliminated as a barrier 'for reflection of
sound waves, and that light could also be dismissed. After several tests, it became obvious
that when the covt.rs were on the tanks there was
This lack of movelittle movement of the fish.
ment was noticeable in both the sound tests and
the controls, suggesting that darkness might
be acting as a depressant to the fish within the

In

fish

were always reluctant

an attempt

was made

to verify this possibility,

in a lightproof tank,

where

a

fish

could be viewed by means of infrared light and
and infrared viewer. It had been previously
determined that infrared light does not act as a
stimulant to young salmon (EXincan, 1956)
Fish
in total darkness in this lightproof tank demonstrated no movement whatsoever when the sides
of the tank were subjected to heavy pounding. In
the same tank, under incandescent lights, pound.

pass through these bright spots and leave
the "protection" of the darker areas.
Because of this, all windows were covered
with black cloth and light fixtures of the
fluorescent type were installed 4 feet above
the tank. With the light fixture at this
height, the light intensity, as measured by
and underwater photometer, was approximately the same in each of the five

compartments.
After the adjustment in the problem
of lighting, we felt prepared to begin
systematic testing. Because of the length
of the tank, frequencies of less than about

500 c.p.s. had to be tested with a pulsing
3 pulses with a duration of
technique
400 milliseconds in 5 seconds. This method
allowed for the dying-off of the sound waves
from one pulse before the next pulse was
begun, thus eliminating to some extent the
standing -wave problem in the low -frequency
range. Exploratory testing had shown,
however, that even when using pulsed
sound, accurate testing below 50 c.p.s.

was not possible.
As

in the investigations at

ing immediately set the fish into fast and erratic

(Burner and Moore,

swimming movements. Each of these observations was made through a panel of one-way glass.

assumptions were made prior

This simple test convinced us that the tank covers
were affecting the results of the sound tests, and
therefore they were eliminated.

(1) If the fish

different

to,

1953),

Leetown

three basic

were unaffected

to testing:

by,

or in-

sound waves, they would move

within the tank and between compartments
in a pattern similar to that of the controls;

2/ Fields, Paul E., and Gary L. Finger, 1954. The reaction of five species of young
salmon and steelhead trout to light. Univ. of Washington School of Fish. Tech.
Rept. No. 7, 24 pp. (Processed.)

Pacific

to

—

tank.

test

The

Figure 4. --One of the covers from the experimental
tank showing the 3 -inch layer of rubberized horsehair
used to soundproof the entire inner surface of the tank.
In the tank, there was a layer of 1-inch foam rubber

under the layer of horsehair.

.

were attracted by some
sound, the fish would tend

(2) if the fish

quality or

to proend of the tank nearest the sound
source; (3) if the fish were frightened by the
sound, they would travel away from the sound

quantity of

ceed

to the

source. It was also assumed that other stimuli
had no effect on the movement of the fish. As
explained previously, precautions were taken
so far as possible against extraneous stimuli

such as

light,

movement

of persons,

and other

disturbing factors

LABORATORY PROCEDURE
The final procedure for testing was the renumerous exploratory trials. For
systematic testing, the method adopted was to
place 25 fish in the first compartment of the

This method of testing was chosen
considerable
amount of exploratory
after a
testing. The Service's statistical service
unit in Seattle advised that this method be
used, on the basis of the following reasoning: If sound proved to be effective to any
measurable degree as a repelling force, it
is logical to assume that it would be demonstrated more easily when the fish are
started in the compartment closest to the
sound source. Likewise, if sound should
prove effective as an attracting foirce, it
should be demonstrated most readily when
the fish are started in compartment No. 5,
the most distant from the sound source.

sult of

OPEN -WATER METHODS AND
EQUIPMENT

"down" position.
down and had become

tank, with the separators in the

When

the fish had settled

adjusted to their surroundings, the separators
While the separators were in the
"up" position, the fish were free to move any
place within the tank. After a 10 -second period, the separators, were lowered, thus trapping
the fish in the various compartments. The distribution of the fish within the tank was then
recorded.

were raised.

Each sound

test

was accompanied by a

control, the only difference betweenctest

and

control conditions being the introduction of

sound during the 10 -second period when the
separators were in the "up" position. Controls

were without the introduction

For
there were

of sound.

each condition of sound being tested,
five controls and five sound tests
In conducting
a test, first a control was run with all the fish in
compartment No. 1, which was adjacent to the
transducer. Immediately following the control,
a sound test was run under exactly the same
conditions except for the introduction of sound
during the 10-second period. This procedure
was repeated in compartments Nos. 1 to 5, thus

Because frequencies below about
500 c.p. s. were not giving a reliable pattern of sound in the tank, it was concluded
that low -frequency testing should be done
in a large

body

of water.

Open -water

testing would eliminate such problems as
the limited dimensions of a tank and would
permit testing with relatively few obstructions to the soundwaves. Consultations
with underwater -sound engineers verified
this conclusion, and plans were made for
the construction of a floating laboratory for
use on Lake Washington. Permission was
granted to the Fish and Wildlife Service by
the

Navy Department

to

moor

the floating

laboratory at the Sand Point Naval Air Station, Seattle, Washington.

.

constituting a test series of the particular noise

condition as a repelling force. Some test series
were duplicated for ease in statistical analysis.

The

floating laboratory

was a

raft,

16 by 32 feet, constructed of four large

cedar logs with 30-inch -minimum butts
held together by 6- by 8 -inch stringers
placed 18 inches on center. The decking
was of 2- by 6 -inch fir As shown in figure 5;
there was a rectangular opening in the deck
just forward of the cabin. The opening was
between the two innermost float logs and
allowed easy access to the underwater pens
.

-

.

for counting the test fish in the various

com-

.

results of the tests could be mislead-

partments.

ing.

Along both sides of the deck opening, or
overhead garage -door rails were mounted
for hanging the underwater pen. These rails extended 14 feet beyond the raft, and were held by
cables running from the afterdeck forward over
a large tripod, as shown in figure 5. Side -to
side motion of the rails was controlled by
cables extending from the forward corners of
the raft to the ends of the rails. The underwater pen was constructed of small cedar
strips hung on two larger main stringers. The
entire pen (2 by 2 by 12 feet) was covered with
1/4-inch mesh galvanized hardware cloth, except for the top
Under normal weather
conditions, the top of the pen was about 4
inches above the surface. Each of the six compartments formed a 2 -foot cubicle separated by
a sliding curtain of nylon bobbinette
The pen
could be rolled forward of the raft and back into
the well by means of garage -door hangers and

that were picked up
hydrophone were monitored
with earphones. A recorder was incorporated in the circuit, as shown in figure 7,
to make a permanent record of these
sounds

well,

.

.

rails

The sounds

throu^

the

It was noted, while listening to recordings of the same frequency made at
two different times, that the background
noises were often of different magnitude;
at times it was almost impossible to
recognize the frequency being introduced
into the water. This finding demonstrated
that it was not always possible to measure
the effects of a frequency on the distribution of fish, without considering the background noise at the time of testing.

For further analysis of the problem,
the recorded noises were fed into a recording voltmeter.

For use

open water, a watertight
container was fabricated out of heavy aluminum
sheeting for submerging the electromagnetic
transducer (fig. 6). The barium titanate crystal
transducer was watertight, and submerging this
unit presented no problems
in the

.

The move from tank testing

open -water
testing required additional equipment and
facilities. Several problems were encountered
that had not been evident in the laboratory
The
main difference was the background noises in
the lake, which were always present to some
degree. Frequent measurements of the ambientnoise levels showed them to be highly variable
in both quantity and quality. This variability
was quite closely associated with wind force and
to

.

the resulting surface condition of the lake

.

was

majority of
cases, however, testing could be done with
little concern for ambient noises in the
water. Occasionally, temporary cessations
in testing were necessary, when inboard
motorboats or boats with large outboard
motors were passing near the raft.
not practicable.

directional noises

evaluate the noise conditions prior to each
systematic test. Without this knowledge, the

In the

OPEN- WATER PROCEDURE

In

from both known and
unknown sources also proved worthy of consideration. These findings made it essential to

addition,

This provided us with a

permanent visual record of the noise levels
in the water. The effects of various background noises could be seen superimposed
on the primary frequency introduced by the
transducer (fig. 8). It was evident from
these findings that there were times when
accurate testing of fish in the open water

tory,

In testing from the floating labora25 fish were introduced into the first

compartment of the underwater pen, the
pen was rolled out to a position in front of
the raft, and the transducer was submerged
between the raft and the underwater pen.

--The floating laboratory on Lake Washington.
(Note the rails extending forward, upon which the underwater pen is supported.) The well forward of the cabin
allows for easy handling of fish in the pen.
Figure

5.

10

^^'Ijrfl^

•»

Figure 6. --Watertight aluminum container for submering
the electromagnetic transducer.

11

110

VOLTS

TRANSDUCER KEYER

VOLTMETER

WIRE RECORDER

RECORDING
VOLTMETER

Figure

7.

--Block diagram showing electron-unit arrangement.

12

B

ll^/r^^M^*^^'

Figure 8 --A tracing of a typical recording of underwater sounds,
as received by hydrophone and recorded by wire recorder, then
.

transcribed on the recording voltmeter. The section between "A"
and "B" is a recording of ambient noise only; "B" to "C" is a
frequency of 20 c.p.s. superimposed upon the ambient noise.

13

The

As water

were allowed to "settle down", and
was run. The transducer
was then raised, the pen was rolled back into
the well in the raft, and the number of fish in
the various compartments was recorded. Testing from the raft was more time-consuming
fish

did not cause the fish to react.

of the research

of sound from 10 through
Testing included the
000 c p s (table 1)
use of continuous sound, various pulsed sound,
and other qualities and quantities of sound, such
as the siren type. More than 13, 000 young
silver salmon, 3 to 5 inches long, were tested
in The experimental tank in the laboratory. Some
of the exploratory testing was conducted upon
young Chinook salmon 2 to 3 inches long, but
these were not used for any of the systematic

covered the range
.

.

.

.

better

medium
it

is

understand why sounds of the

difficult to

RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTING

8,

much

intensities recorded in our investigation

than laboratory testing.

The laboratory phase

is a

for transmitting sound than is air,

the 10 -second test

testing.

Intensities

were measured with a hydrophone connected to a vacuum-tube voltmeter. Intensity measurements were made at the
horizontal and vertical center of each compartment. Sound intensity in the water was
measured in millivolts and converted to
dynes per square centimeter. There was
considerable variation in intenn^ity among
the different frequencies, even though all
frequencies were being transmitted at the
same power input. TTie highest intensity
recorded was at a frequency of 1,810 c.p.s.;
in the experimental tank, this frequency
produced amplitudes as high as 7, 200 dynes
per cm2 in compartment No. 1; falling off
gradually to a level of 2, 800 dynes per cm2
in

compartment No

.

5.

In contrast,

some

frequencies were so low that a measure of
their amplitude was impossible with our
equipment
Some intensity levels at various
frequencies are shown in table 2

Although some frequencies looked more

promising than others, none of the frequencies
demonstrated either an attracting or a repelling
force great enough to be considered for further
investigation. A sample page of test results is

.

,

Even though some frequencies were
so intense that comparable noise in the air

found in figure 9

would be almost unbearable
Early in our exploratory testing, it was
clearly established that young silver salmon

ear, there

to the

human

was no apparent reaction by

the

fish.

were capable

of perceiving sound. Upon the
introduction of sound, the test fish always exhibited a typical "start", or quick -swimming

During a study of the sound patterns
within the experimental tank at different
frequencies, it was determined that particularly in the low frequencies there was no
gradual fall -off or decay of sound away from
the transducer. As was expected, sound

movement. This act was almost instantaneous,
and the distance covered, being only an inch or
two, was negligible. After the initial "start",
there was no other noticeable reaction by the

and it was assumed that they had become
conditioned or adjusted to the presence of the
sound. This result was common for all the
laboratory testing. Even the various types of
fish,

intensities in the different

sounds, such as the siren, pulsed or continuous,
made no apparent difference in the reaction of
the fish.

The

initial "start"

was

compartments

It was convaried with the frequencies.
cluded that in some cases the sound was
nondirectional, owing to reverberation and
standing waves
Sound patterns of this
nature were of little use in testing their
effect as either an attracting or a repelling
.

the only

noticeable response.

force

14

Table

1

-Schedule of frequencies. (C.P.S.) u..ea in testing effects
of underwater oounu on balnun I'ingerlingb.

Table

2.

—Energy
of the

Cycles per

measured at the horizontal and vertical center
tank compartments at selected frequencies. (Cont'd.)
levels

i

Figure 9.

— Sampe

of test data

from a laboratory sound

test.

SOJND TEST HO.
•^-2h-'^h
Date

-.

27

-.

TEST C0^5D^I0NS:
Cyc le B sec.
Fewer-,

I8IO
25 W

Duration;

1 sec.

/'

•.

Obsei-vorsi Moore,

Newman

Species • silver

Lengthi 6"

PulseB/aec:
Pulse length

—

-'^'^^^H^T*'^^h**'"

.

Figure 10.

—Sample

of open -water test data

Test No. 15
50 cycles/second
Time = 10 seconds
Pulse length = 50 mil/sec.
Repetition rate = four pulses
in 10

All fish started in

seconds

compartment No.

1,
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of
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